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Football travels 
to McNeese State 
this Saturday
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Student arrested for allegedly selling drugs
Mustang Daily Staff Report
MUSTANGDAlLYNEWS^MAIL.COM
A Cal Poly freshman was arrested 
Tuesday for allegedly providing and 
selling the drug Mephedrone to two 
15-year-old Templeton boys, accord­
ing to a SLO Police Department 
press release.
The sheriffs narcotics detectives 
arrested Quinn Hall of Templeton, 
18, after the drug sales were traced 
back to him. More than two pounds 
of Mephedrone were recovered in the 
arrest. Hall was released on $100,000 
bail and is charged with child endan- 
germent and sales o f a controlled 
substance, according to the press re­
lease
The two boys were hospitalized 
at Twin Cities Community Hospital 
in Templeton on Sept. 11 after in­
gesting the drug. They experienced 
symptoms of sore throat, violent 
vomiting, euphoria, elevated body 
temperature and agitation.
According to the press release, 
doctors believe that an effect of the 
drug was that small holes were cre­
ated in the boys’ lungs, causing air to 
escape and vent to the skin.
Hall allegedly sold Mephedrone 
as a substance similar to the drug Ec­
stasy. It is a fine white powder that 
may be mixed in liquid, injected or 
inhaled. It can also come in tablet 
and capsule form.
COURTESY PHOTO
Mephedrone U illegal in the United States because o f its resemblance to other 
illegal drugs such as Ecstacy. It is commonly in the form of a white powder.
Mephedrone is new to the United 
States. It is brought into the country 
from various places, mainly China, 
said Public Information Officer Rob 
Bryn.
“It is hard to tell how common 
this drug is because we don’t find out 
until someone is medically treated
for an overdose," Bryn said.
Long-term effects of Mephed­
rone use are relatively unknown 
because of its short history as a rec­
reational drug.
Catherine Borgeson contrihuted to this 
report.
Student wins Hearst Scholar award
Alicia Freeman
A LICIAPREEM AN.M D^M AIL.COM
Pablo Ramos, an architectural 
engineering senior, was named the 
2010 Cal Poly Hearst Scholar on 
Tuesday.
The award, according to the 
California State University website 
for the Hearst award, “is given each 
year to those students who have 
demonstrated financial need, expe­
rienced personal hardships, and 
have attributes o f merit, including 
superior academic performance, 
exemplary community service, and 
significant personal achievements."
Ramos, who grew up in Santa 
Maria, was raised by a single mother 
and had little opportunity to think 
about attending college.
“When I was younger, 1 didn’t
see Hearst page 2
COURTESY PHOTO
Pablo Ramos, pictured above with his daughter, won $3,000 and was named 
the 2010 Hearst Scholar on Tuesday. Ramos is an architectural engineering 
senior and was raised in Santa Maria by a single mother.
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The Cal Poly Organic Farm gatheied nearly $50,000 in debt each year, partly 
because the produce offered was becoming less appealing to members. It shut 
down on Aug. 30, after ten years o f  operation.
Erin Huriey
ERINHURLEY.M D^M AIL.COM
The Cal Poly Organic Fann ended 
its 10 year Community Supported 
Agriculture program this summer due 
to lack of binding and the horticulture 
and crop sciences depanmen t's choice 
to use alternative strategies to extend 
its community outreach. The decision 
prompted protests fiom some of those 
involved who felt that the program, 
which distributed fresh produce, 
benefited students and the San Luis 
Obispo community.
On Aug. 17 the honiculture and 
crop sciences depanmen t issued a 
press release stating the program’s ter­
mination on Aug. 30. While horticul­
ture and crop sciences (HCS) faculty 
members said the program was cost­
ing the department opportunities and 
money it could not spare, others said it 
was a valuable experience for both stu­
dents and San Luis Obispo residents.
HCS faculty member and the 
Organic Farm Director and profis- 
sor David Headrick said the program
wasn’t the ideal marketing strategy for 
a university. The program had become 
less focused on education and more 
on income, and there was not enough 
money collected from subscriptions 
to cover the costs of the farm and 
employee salaries.
“With this program, our efforts were 
focused on only one kind of market­
ing, in which menabers subscribe and 
receive a box of produce," Headrick 
said. “They expea to g a  their produce 
regularly, but when students have mid­
terms or finals, we have to treat their 
education as the top priority."
According to the Cal Poly 
Corporation the CSA program was 
running over $50,000 every year in 
deficit, Headrick .said.
HCS department head John C. 
Peterson said the CSA program was 
also losing profits because the standard 
box of produce given to members waf 
becoming less appealing.
“It was a great program to have 
tried," Peterson said. “It just didn’t 
work the way we thought it would.
see eSAt page 2
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It was not a sound program, and we 
wanted students to be able to try some 
new strategics.”
Others involved with the CSA 
program have a different opinion on 
the issue. Cindy Douglas oversaw the 
farms production and was an ambassa­
dor between the farm and the San Luis 
Obispo community.
Douglas lost her job when the CSA 
closed because her salary depended 
on how much money the farm made, 
Headrick said.
While Douglas admitted that the 
program did not make a profit, she said 
that in order to fund the farm work 
done by the programs volunteeis, the 
HCS department will now have to pay 
an extra nearly $3,000 to $4,000 per 
month in salaries.
“1 worked at the farm for three and a 
half years, and (this program) has been 
something I really fostered,” Douglas 
said. “Its sad that one or two people in 
power can bring down something that 
so many people have built. It was a 
place for students of all majors to come 
together and learn about sustainability. 
It just doesn’t make sense.”
Headrick said the farm is still 
welcoming volunteers and is on the 
way to being financially sustainable. 
Volunteers and students will still have 
the opportunity to help in the farm’s 
other areas and in its future programs.
Cal Poly students from a variety of 
majors volunteered for the CSA pro­
gram along with the paid employees. 
Casey Kellehcr, a mathematics gradu­
ate student, worked in the prograhi ;is 
both a volunteer and an employee.
“I was told on July 28 that I would 
have a job again this year at the farm.
CORRECTION
Creekside Brewing Company’s 
advertisment in Tuesday, 
September 21,2010’s Pub & Grub 
section of the Mustang Daily had 
the wrong specials.
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as a Family, Friendly Restaurant
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but then I heard that the program 
was closing when the announcement 
was released,” Kclleher said. “My 
understanding is that the program 
wasn’t reaching its optimal produc­
tion, but it was nice to just hang out 
up there and sell vegetables at f^m- 
ers’ markets."
Dissent against the program’s 
closing can also be found online. Cal 
Poly altimnus Terry Hooker helped 
start the CSA program in 2000 
and staned a Facebook group called 
“Friends of the Farm” when the deci­
sion to close the program was made 
public. The group is an open forum 
for those interested in the i.ssue to 
voice their protests.
“The program was meant to be 
sustainable, but the core of sustain­
ability is relationships,” Hooker said. 
“I give them some benefit of the 
doubt, but you can’t affect one piece 
of something without affecting the 
whole.”
The HCS department plans to 
emphasize other marketing strate­
gics to create more agricultural and 
economic opportunities for the 
department and the school. Peterson 
said the farm’s land will be expanded 
and will include a new greenhouse 
as well as a site for a Cal Poly firm 
market. Peterson has also proposed 
a campus co-op, where the school’s 
chocobte, honey and dairy products 
can be sold along with produce. A 
U-Pick system is also in the works 
to allow the public to come to the 
farm a few times a week and pick 
produce. Ihe farm’s produce will be 
available to students, resuurants on 
and off campus, and the rest of the 
San Luis Obispo community.
“We’ve already had st>me great 
ideas from students for more changes 
and gotten great feedback about 
the ones already implemented," 
Headrick said. “Our goal is to retain 
all the benefits of the CSA without 
the costs."
Hearst
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expect to attend college,” Ramos 
said. “Its funny because when 
I was in second or third grade, I 
came to Cal Poly on a field trip .... 
Even though I was on campus, I 
couldn’t imagine myself there.” 
After attending Allan Hancock 
Community College in Santa 
Maria and switching majors from 
business to kinesiology to architec­
ture, Ramos decided he wanted to 
be “challenged more" and finally 
switched to his current major, 
architectural engineering.
“I applied to Cal Poly in the 
winter quarter, and 1 got denied," 
Ramos said. “1 didn’t want to stop 
going to school.”
This small setback enabled him 
to motivate and challenge himself, 
he said. After an internship with an 
architectural firm in Santa Maria, 
Ramos was able to transfer to Cal 
Poly *nd continue his education.
l.asi summer, Ramos attended 
the NEES Research Experience 
for Undergraduates (REU) at the 
University of Nevada, Reno where 
he had “hands-on” experience 
building and testing bridges.
Kelly Lyttle, the UNR Center 
for Civil Engineering F.arthquake 
Research program coordinator said 
Ramos had a good application.
“Pablo had an extremely well- 
written application, and he was 
one of the only students who men­
tioned his struggle to become an 
engineering student at Cal Poly," 
Lyttle said.'
Once Ramos attended the 
RF.U program, Lyttle said she 
was impressed with his work ethic 
and his ability to complete tasks 
on time and to the best of his 
abilities.
“As soon as 1 assigned Pablo to 
a task, he tackled it immediately,” 
Lyttle said. “In fact, he completed 
things so quickly that I would 
sometimes run out of work to
assign him.”
Dr. Cole McDaniel, an associate 
professor for architectural engineer­
ing at Cal Poly, who teaches seismic 
design and analysis, also said he has 
been impressed with Ramos’ work 
ethic.
- “He’s a little bit older than some 
o f the other students, so I think he 
... appreciates (college) a little more 
and knows that he can learn quite 
a bit here, rather than just studying 
for the tests,” McDaniel said. “(His 
experiences at REU) will not only 
help for grad school, but will also 
improve his education this year.”
McDaniel also hopes the $3,000 
Hearst Scholars Award Scholarship 
will help Ramos in his last year at 
Cal Poly.
“He did the best he could with 
the time he had,” McDaniel said. 
“(But) I could tell he wanted to do 
more.”
Soon to graduate and on track 
for graduate school, Ramos feels his 
situation is “surreal” and is moti­
vated to better himself and others, 
as well as connecting with his father, 
who “wasn’t there for 18 years."
“I feel like I’m getting somewhere 
in life, and ... that I need (that rela­
tionship)," Ramos said.
Ramos became a father himself 
in 2007, and although this meant 
he had to work to support his family 
and devote less time to his school­
ing, Ramos does not regret it at all. 
His daughter is the reason behind 
his success; it is because of her that 
his situation became more “serious,” 
and he wanted to do more to pro­
vide for her, he said.
“I grew up in a tough neigh­
borhood. Most of my (childhood) 
friends arc in the prison system,” 
Ramos said. “My daughter is the 
reason why I’m here today."
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Provocative
Perspectives
Thursday, November 18, 2010 -  7:30 am @ PAC/Harman Hall 
Jenna (Bush) Hager
^Making a Difference: How the Power o f Compassion Changes Lives”
Huger is a contributing correspondent to NBC's Today where she focuses on telling the inspiring stories o f wonderful people 
[ greattlíüngs across America. In addition to her role on Today, she is an active teacher who serves as a reading coordinator in 
|&]K>re, MD. In 2006, Hager traveled to Latin America as an intern with UNICEF. During her journey, she was inspired to write 
á  Journey o f  Hope, a New York Times bestseller based on the life of a 17-year-old single mother living with HIV and 
“ aed to diield her child from the abuse and neglect that riddled her own childhood. She is still very involved with UNICEF and 
| t ^ t h e  chafr o f UNICEF’s Next Generation, an initiative dedicated to reducing the number of preventable childhood deaths 
k  world. Hager is a graduate of d>e University of Texas where she received a degree in English. In addition to 4na ‘s Story, 
ipHM ^or o f Read All About It! Hager is the daughter o f former U.S. President George W. Bush and Former First Lady 
^Sbe is also the grandchild of former President George H. W. Bush and Fonner First Lady Barbara Bush. —
^January 27,2011-^ 7:30 am @ VG Café A 10:0(km  @ UÜStudent Session 
^rt **DIVE: Living O ff America's Waste” ^
come an unlikely hunger activist. Some friends o f his showed up at his LA i^Mrtment one day with bags full of 
le dumpsters behind the local Trader Joe’s market. Jeremy was shocked and intrigued. Soon after, he waited until 
ipster himself, bagging meat, veggies, eggs, cheese - enough to feed his fhmily for day«. Jeremy started going 
turn his dumpster diving adventures into a movie.'But his movie DIVEl isn’t a how-to video; Jeremy is 
Why is so much edible food wasted, thrown away behind hundreds of grocery stores across the country 
about taking his fight up the Trader Joe’s corporate ladder. Inspired by a curiosity o f our country’s careless 
^ht to landfills, the multi award-winning documentary DIVE! follows filmmaker Jeremy Seifert and friends 
i  back alleys and gated garbage receptacles of Los Angeles* supermarkets. In the process, they saivt^e 
I Of edible food -  resulting in an inspiring documentary that is equal parts entertainment, guoilta journalism
February 17, 2011 -  7:30 am @ VG Café A 10:00am @ UU Student Session 
M  '^The Future o f Race Relations in America ”
Angela E. Oh serves as the Executive Director of the Western Justice Center ( WJC) Foundation, a non-profit organization that 
advancas peaceful resolution of conflict. She has worked as an attorney, public lecturer, and teacher o f Zen meditation. In addition to 
her job with the WJC, her law practice involves monitoring consent decrees, providing mediation services, and training about the laws 
related to diacrtminalion ip workplace. In 1992, Oh gained national prominence as a spokesperson and mediating force for the 
Asian during the Los Angeles riots. Shortly thereafter, she was appointed by President Bill Clinton as one of
srs to the President’s Initiative on Race, which was charged with enga^ng the nation in a dialogue on 
States of America. Angela’s public lectures and writings reflect the opportunities and challenges that 
'lectures have taken her to China, Korea, the Middle Ea.st, Northern Ireland, and the United Kingdom. Her 
(have been at UCLA School of Law, UCLA Asian American Studies Department, and UC Irvine School of 
litical Science. Oh is also an ordained Priest, Zen Buddhist - Rinzai Sect. —
3,2011 -  7:30 am @ VG Café A 10:00am @ UU Student Session 
”My Life Journey: From the Farmworker Fields to Stanford University”
1, Colorado, Dr. Gloria L. Vclásquez is an internationally known poet and fiction writer. She iithe  author o f a bi- 
m of poetry entitled, I  Used to Be a Superwoman: Superwoman Chicana and the creator o f the Roosevelt High School 
Ito date includes five novels which feature adolescents of different ethnic backgrounds: Juanita Fights the School Board 
Divided World {\99Sy, Tommy Stands /(/one (1995); and Rina's Family Secret (1998), and Ankiza (2000). Using her 
'fieiitm, Gloria L. Velásquez, will trace her development as a socially committed artist within the context of her early life 
lo f  exclusion, poverty and racism. Velásquez will h i^ ligh t specific moments and individuals during the Chicano Civil 
i that ihaped her social consciousness and influenced her development as a literary activist and early pioneer of Xicano/ 
An impoflant focus of her lecture will be her role as a mentor and role modpi as she tours throu^^Knit the United Slates 
tvelt High School Series. In the Modem Languages and Literatures Department, at Cal Poly State University, Velásquez 
language courses as well as Latin American and Chicano/a Literature courses in Spanish. —
y April 21,2011 -  7:30 am @  Spanos Theatre 
fPitts, Jr. ~ **The Water in  The Glass: The discord in thé way white Amerkans and 
iJÍmeticans view racial progress. ”
Jr. joined The Miami Herald in 1991 as its pop music critic. Since 1994, ha has pomod a synthcated column of 
culture, social issues and family life. His most recent book. Becoming Dad: Black Mat and thoJpvmey to 
released in May, 1999. Pitts was recently awarded the 2004 PuHtee^lMae for qggMUráltey, foe fírit.forfois 
is t Twice each week, millions o f newspaper readers around the couBliy a i l^ u i f i t^  n d i  and uocoitteoiityjaaonant 
i .'jwpi'd, he connects with them. Nowhere was fois demonstrated more forcefriHy éàm hilÉe rei^ >onac to h it ioÉiáf column on 
i t ,  2001 attacks. Pitts* column, ’ll Go Forward From This Moment f  an Mgry and defiant open letter to foe 
circulated the globe via the Internet. It generated upwards of 30,000 emails, and has since been set to music, reprfoted in 
read on television by Regis Philbin and quoted by Congressman Richard Gephardt as port o f the Democrttic Party’s 
sodio address. Leonard Pitts was bom and raised in Southern California. Since 199S, he has Kved in Bowie, Maryland, a 
o f Washington, D. C., with his wife and five children. —Mti
Leonard F itts , J r.
1 I I . i.
¿5’ ■^^'"0^day, May 5, 2011 -  7:30 am @ VG Café A 10:00am @ UU Student Session 
^^'^ASehaei Yellow Bird -  ”Neurodecolonization: A Mindfulness Equation fo r  Indigenous 
^ '^'iP^ples * Empowerment”
I
Mlolmel 
Yellow Bird
"llr. Michael Yellow Bird, MSW, Ph.D. is a citizen of the Ankara (Sahnish) and Hidatsa Nations in North Dakota. He is a Professor of 
Bdiavioral and Social Sciences at Humboldt State University. Dr. Yellow Bird has authored a number of scholarly articles and book 
chapters and has pre.sented workshops and keynote addresses (related to Indigenous Peoples) in numerous academic and non-academic 
venues in the United States, Canada, Australia, Mexico, and the Middle East. Yellow Bird is the co-editor o f two hooks: For Indige­
nous Eyes Only: The Decolonization Handbook, 2005 (with Dr. Waziyatawin Angela Wilson) and indigenous Social Work around the 
World: Towards Culturally Relevant Education and Practice, 2008 (with Drs. Mel Gray and John Coates). His research interests, activ­
ism and lectures focus on Indigenous Peoples' cultural, land, and political rights; academic freedom; war; spirituality; mindfulness; 
neurodecolonization; colonialism; decolonization; and applying mind-brain research to empower Indigenous communities. —
arc required, please contact Liz Gofer at (805) 756-0327, or Icgfcr'idh r i 'p o h '. f^  
I ’eisons with disabilities may request advance accommodations by ront.K i r., 
the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs .it (805) 756-1521
Program iponsors and iupporten: Division of 'jtudrnt Affair-:.. Ca! Polv f  nrporntian. Dca’' , ; ■'
■ 'n rr t ; ' ( f v / a ’ s. SUirJnnt Ufo .'i bnulrrshio Muitu ultural O ntt'i  and tho Inr.tuMvr r/ ■■
S p e c ia l thanks to Days Inn, S a n  l.n is  Ohisptr fo r  p ro v id in g  acconnnoda fions for rnn s/u 'aki’is. SAN LUIS OBISPO
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Obama announces new 
plan for foreign aid
Briefs
Christi Parsons 
Paul Richter
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
President Barack Obama unveiled 
to world leaders on Wednesday a 
new plan for distributing U.S. aid 
to struggling nations, promising to 
“change the way we do business” by 
putting a new focus on self-reliance 
and market forces to create a path out 
of poverty.
The United States’ aim is not 
to simply dole out aid but to create 
“the conditions where assistance is no 
longer needed,” Obama said in com­
ments at the United Nations. The
T h e  L a r g e s t  S e l e c t i o n  
o r  WEDDING R i n g s  
EROM Los A n g e l e s  
t o  S a n  Fr  ^a NCI S C O
program will reward countries willing 
to cooperate in their own improve­
ment, he said.
At the same time, Obama insisted 
that the United States will not aban­
don the helpless and would remain a 
leading world donor. Countries such 
as Haiti and Afghanistan will continue 
to receive special assistance, even if 
•their governments’ records of reform 
are open to question, aides said.
“We will seek partners who want 
to build their own capacity to provide 
for their people,” Obama said. “We 
will seek development that is sustain­
able ... The days when your develop­
ment was dicuted in foreign capiuls 
must come to an end.”
Obama spoke during a week in 
which world leaders have been focused 
on the U.N.’s chief anti-poverty pro­
gram, the Millennium Development 
Goals, a 15-year plan launched in 
2000. With five years left to meet tar­
gets of poverty reduction and health 
care improvements, and amid a world 
economic crisis, doubts have spread 
about its ultimate success.
The new U.S. program, set up 
after a lengthy review, builds on the 
Bush administration's Millennium 
Challenge Corporation concept, 
which aimed to give special rewards 
to countries that seek to improve their 
own development and governance in 
specified ways.
Aides to C^bama acknowledged 
that the approach will mean shifting 
aid from some countries to others, but 
were vague on who will be cut back.
The president named a few names. 
Obama singled out Tanzania as a 
country that the U.S. will reach out 
to help, and mentioned the African 
coastal country o f Cote d’Ivoire as one 
that may not meet the new American 
criteria for assistance.
He said the new program would 
put a strong emphasis on broad eco­
nomic growth, which he hailed as “the 
most powerful force the world has 
ever known for eradicating poverty 
and creating opportunity.”
state National
FRESNO (MCT) — FLORIDA (MCT) —
Valley drivers who use cell phones A Miami appeals court ruled
behind the wheel might be a little Wednesday that Florida’s ban bn
lighter in the wallet today after gays adopting is unconstitutional
a “zero tolerance” crackdown and affirmed the adoption of two
launched Tuesday by local law foster children by a gay North
enforcement agencies. Miami couple.
Drivers who text and chat on The unanimous 3-0 decision
cell phones are four times more deals a critical blow to Florida's
likely to be in a collision, Fresno 33-year-old law banning adop-
Police Chief Jerry Dyer said at a tion by gay men and lesbians.
news conference at California and most likely sends the case to
Highway Patrol Headquarters Florida’s highest court
announcing the operation, which The opinion was agreed upon
will continue until midnight by the three judges who reviewed
today. the case —  Gerald B. Cope Jr.,
Dyer added that his officers Frank A. Shepherd and Vance E.
have noted the disturbing trend Salter —  who wrote a concur-
of drivers using social networking ring opinion. The 35*page ruling
sites while at the wheel. was written by Cope, who also
Willie Godinez, assistant CHP • reviewed a similar case this sum-
chief, said that in 2008, 12,000 mer involving a lesbian couple
collisions occurred statewide in from Broward County, Fla.
which a hand-held device was
involved. Of those, 13 were fatal •  •  •
and 687 resulted in injuries. MICHIGAN (MCT) —
In the Fresno area alone, CHP Volunteers are still being sought
officers have written 4,300 cita- for the September Adopt-a-Beach
tions since 2008, said CHP Capt. Cleanup Event, which will take
Roy Huerta. This year, the CHP place Saturday morning on Great
investigated 11 crashes, including lakes beaches in four states.
one fatality and eight injuries. The event marks the 20th
Fresno police have been even year o f the Alliance for the
busier, writing 6,300 tickets this Great Lakes hosting the one-day
year. Dyer said. event.
Participants in Michigan,
• •  • Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin
SANTA ANA (MCT) — will remove and record data on
An act that would have given U.S. thousands of pounds o f trash
residency to students and military found on Great Lakes beaches.
hopefuls who are in the country In addition to clearing beaches
illegally died today in the Senate. of debris, the event helps the alii-
Senators voted 56 to 43 for the ance identify the most prevalent
bill, falling short of the 60 votes sources of litter.
needed to bring it to the floor. In August, Adopt-a-Beach
The vote comes after activ- participants joined shoreline
ists ratcheted up their lobbying property owners for the second
Monday, generating thousands time in two years to respond to
of calls and faxes to members of a major trash wash-up event on
Congress in a last-minute push for West Michigan’s shores.
the DREAM Act.
international
IRAN (MCD —
A bombing Wednesday at a mar­
tial parade in western Iran killed 
at least 12 people. The explosion 
struck amid a large crowd attend­
ing the event, intended to under­
score the nation’s battle readiness.
* Another 75 people were 
injured, at least 12 seriously, in 
what officials described as a “ter­
rorist attack.” No one immedi­
ately claimed responsibility for 
the bombing in the restive ethnic 
Kurdish city of Mahabad.
But Iranian officials quickly 
pointed the finger at the United 
States, and the local Friday 
prayer leader blamed “Zionists.” 
According to Iranian media, the 
bomb struck pedestrians gath­
ered along a Mahabad sidewalk to 
watch an annual Sacred Defense 
Week military parade commemo­
rating the victims of the 1980-88 
Iran-Iraq war. Initial news accounts 
described the attack as a suicide 
bombing. But state radio later 
reported that the bomb was placed 
in the branches of a pine tree.
TURKEY (MCT) —
Author i ties on Wednesday detai ned 
seven people in connection with a 
mob attack on the opening of two 
neighboring galleries in a gentrify- 
ing Istanbul district.
The attack took place on 
Tuesday night. Some 30 men 
armed with sticks and stones 
attacked the galleries, smashing 
windows and spraying some of 
the people with pepper spray. Five 
p>eople were injured in the attack 
and taken to local hospitals.
Istanbul Governor Huseyin 
Avni Mutlu said those behind the 
attack will be punished, a
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Word on 
the Street
How do you stay organized and 
on top of everything during the
year?
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“I use a planner and my Mac- 
book calendar. I also prioritize 
everything in my head."
— Nicole Choy, 
art & design junior
“I write everything down and 
look at it every day."
— John Malloy, 
wine & viticulture junior
m
“I look at when things are due 
and take time to de-stress."
— Abhi Vaishnav, 
computer science senior
“My daily planner keeps me 
safe. With work and school I 
have to plan out every hour."
— Sarah Pompa, 
child fJevelopment senior
"I use my planner to mark all 
important dates about 
classes."
— Sofia Rodriguez, 
industrial engineering junior
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"I’m going to buy some 
new supf)liH.s and get more
slec’p '
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Engravable Gifts 
Plaques 
Trophies 
Bronze Castings 
Medals
Crystal Awards 
Jewelry Engraving
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It's the best thing 
since sliced bread.
‘Daily Show’ rally draws thousands of fans
Matea Gold
TRIBUNE WA.SHINGTON BUREAU
Ihe moment Shawna Riley heard 
Jon Stewart lay out his plans to 
hold a “Rally to 'Restore Sanity” 
on the National Mall Oct. 30, she 
raced to get online and book her 
hotel and airline tickets.
Ihe 41-year-old owner of an 
advertising firm in Marble Falls, 
Texas, described the evenr as 
“one of those we-goi-to-be*ihcre 
moments.”
“I think people are going to be 
pouring in from around the coun­
try,” she saici. “We’re tired of the 
fear-mongering in the mainstream 
media."
Stewart's event — for people 
“who think shouting is annoying, 
counterproductive, and terrible for 
your throat,” according to the rally 
website — is the comedian’s lat­
est mischievous gambit to send up 
today’s overwrought political dis­
course. Ibis time, he is keying off 
the “Restoring Honor” rally hosted 
by conservative commentator 
Glenn Beck last month. Stewart’s 
faux nemesis, fellow Comedy 
Central host Stephen Colbert, 
will be holding his own counter 
“March to Keep Fear Alive” at the 
same time.
Their fans are not taking it as a 
joke. As of Wednesday afternoon, 
more rfian 132,000 people planned 
to attend, according to the event’s 
Facebook page, while satellite ral­
lies were organized in Chicago,
Seattle, Austin and other cirics.
Those who have signed up arc 
embracing the rally as the begin­
ning of a new political movement. 
“Finally, a voice for the people in 
the middle,” a high school senior 
from Ohio posted on Facebook.
“I know people like me are frus­
trated at seeing what’s going 'on 
with the Tea Party and the amount 
of press they’re getting,” said Jim 
Baum, 55, a private building 
inspector and farmer who is orga­
nizing a Rally to Restore Sanity in 
Seattle. “It’s getting shown as if it’s
more of a trend nationally than it 
actually is. A lot of us would like to 
counter those people.”
But Stewart, of course, is a 
comedian, not a political leader, 
and it remains unclear exactly what 
his fans arc going to get when they 
assemble on the National Mall. 
While the event is still in the plan­
ning stages, people familiar with 
the discussions said it will be about 
entertainment, not politics.
The exuberant response to the 
event speaks to his outsize influence 
on the country’s political culture.
Today—Free Pertussis Shots for 
Cal Poly Students and Staff
Due to a Pertussis outbreak in San Luis Obispo County, 
University Housing and SLO Public Health Departm ent are 
providing free Pertussis shots to the first 500 people.
Thursday, September 23rd
Poly Canyon Village Plaza
1 PM to 6 PM
If you have not had a Tdap shot since 2005, you need this 
one-tim e booster to protect yourself.
Tdap shots are also available to Cal Poly students at the  
Cal Poly Health Center M -F from  9 AM  to 4 PM. The cost 
is $36. Go to w w w .hcs.calpoly.edu  for m ore information.
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BravoSLO! brings live arts entertainment to the PAG —  for free
Kelly Cooper
KELLYCOOPER. M D@CMAI L.COM
Fine arts connoisseurs look no further: 
BravoSLO!, a free showcase featuring 
local performance and art groups, re­
turns this Saturday afternoon to the 
Christopher Cohan Performing Arts 
Center (PAC).
In its second year, BravoSLO! will 
showcase over 20 music, dance and 
art groups that will be (performing 
later in the year at the PAC, As one of 
the only free events hosted at the PAC, 
the event was incorjxjrated to not only 
preview ujxoming performances, but 
also to connea patrons with the (per­
formers.
In addition, the groups will have 
display booths set up in the lobby 
with further information about their 
organizations, audience members can 
plan on ex(periencing one-on-one time
with otherwise distant stage perform­
ers.
Marketing and Outreach Ckpordi- 
nator for the PAC, Melody Klemin, 
said BravoSLO! is a perfect event for 
community members to connect with 
fine arts in the area.
“It showcases almost all of our cli­
ent groups and gives (people a feel for 
the different (performance genres that 
hapfpen here,” Klemin said.
Last year’s event, which garnered 
over 1,500 attendees, was a green light 
to host the event again this year, she 
said.
“We had such a great res(K>nse that 
we kind of wanted to go ahead and 
keep the momentum going,” Kclmin 
said. “As long as there is a need or 
want for it from the community, we 
will continue to do it.”
Several of last years’ participants 
will be returning this Saturday. Drew
Silvaggio, anistic director of the Civic 
Ballet of San Luis Obis(Po, said that 
last year’s event gave the companies an 
opportunity to converse with poten­
tial audience members.
“It was good to get a dialogue go­
ing between the groups that use the 
PAC and the (People that frequent 
them,” he said.
Silvaggio, who is also manager and 
resident choreographer of the Acad­
emy of Dance, said he also enjoyed 
being in the intimate presence of fel­
low performing ans groups during the 
showcase.
“It was great for the groups to be 
in one area at the same time. We were 
able to talk to each other,” Silvaggio 
said. “It’s kind of a fun play time for 
us.
Other featured organizations alstp- 
enjoy being in the presence of one 
another. Executive Director tff O p­
eXPURTESY PHOTO
BravuSLO! will showcase a variety o f local muaical entities at the Performing Arts Center on Saturday, Sept. 25.
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era San Luis Obispo Sharon Dobson 
said she feels that BravoSLO! creates a 
bonding between the perfrprming arts 
entities.
“All of us are in our own link 
worlds during the day, promoting our 
little organizations. But one time a 
year we come together in celebration 
of (Performing arts and the wonder­
ful Performing Arts Center we have at 
Cal Poly,” Dobson said.
. Attendees of the six-hour event 
can ex(pect to see unique 15-minute 
“mini-(Pcrformanccs” from the lo­
cal participating arts groups, ranging 
from dance to choir. The showings 
will be held at the PAC in both Har­
man Flail and the Pavilion. Taking ad­
vantage of Harman Hall, Klemin said, 
is one of the changes they made to the 
(Program this year.
“We wanted to utilize the main 
stage more. We split it up to have
dance, choral groups, organ and film 
shorts in (the) main hall. Before it was 
just dance, organ and film, so we in­
cluded choral grou(PS this rime. The 
choral music sounds amazing in Har­
man Hail," Klemin said. “We wanted 
to better utilize that space.”
As a break from the live (perfor­
mances, three film groups will be 
feamred in Harman Hall, including 
showings by The Met, Youth Out­
reach for the Performing Art Center 
(YOPAC) and the San Luis Obisppo 
International Film Festival (SLOIFF). 
SLOIFF Director Wendy Eidson said 
they are showing a short film that will 
give viewers a good idea of what to ex- 
(pect for the ufpcoming spring festival.
“We’re going to be previewing a 
short film that illustrates well what the 
film festival shows. It’s really a humor-
see BravoSLO!, page 7
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BravoSLO! offers aiuliencct a free chance to see talented performers.
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Kristen Bell stars in 
new release ‘You Again’
Rick Bentley
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
The tide of “You Agair»” refers to what 
happ>ens when high school rivals are 
brought back together for a wedding. 
It also describes how this comedy is old 
and familiar.
Mami (Kristen Bell) is stunned to 
discover her brother (James Wolk) is 
going to marry her high school nemesis 
Joanna (Odette Yustman). There’s also 
tension between Marni’s mom (Jamie 
Lee Curtis) and Joanna's aunt (Sigour­
ney Weaver), who were also high .school 
rivals. They have only a few days to .set- 
de their feuds before the wedding.
This is a very talented group of ac­
tors, especially when scene stealers Betty 
White and Krisun Chenoweth are add­
ed to the mix. But no amount of talent 
makes up for a tired, thread-worn script 
like this one horn Moe Jelline. The 
scenes feel too iamiliar.
Marni’s slow reversion from success­
ful businesswoman to her nerdish high- 
school ways was done much better in 
Ryan Reynolds’ “Just Friends” and even 
Scann William Scott’s “Mr. Woodcock.” 
Every social step backwards Marni takes
is forced, contrived and familiar.
And, it’s not just Bell’s character. 
Curtis has a scene where she loses 
a’ring down a bathroom sink and 
ends up breaking pipes and spray­
ing water everywhere. It’s rehashed 
comedy. The Three Stooges did a 
similar —  and far funnier — gag 
decad.es ago.
As much as Eletty White is a na­
tional comic treasure, it’s getting a 
little old seeing her play a sex-crazed 
.senior.
And then there’s the scene where 
two rivals end up in a swimming 
pool. It’s as if it’s a comedy law: If 
there’s a pool, som«)ne unwittingly 
will end up in it.
Andy Fickman, who showtxl 
such a great directing style with 
“Reefer Madness: The Movie Mu­
sical,” takes a lazy approach to tell­
ing this story. His shots lack energy 
and there’s no doubt when the next 
joke is coming. Everything looks re­
cycled.
“You Again” is just too familar. 
Odter moviemakers have created 
similar comedies and done them 
much better.
Hasselhoff is first to ieave ‘Dancing with the Stars’
_____
Roger Catlin
THE HARTFORD COURANT
He may be big in Germany, but 
voters for “Dancing with the Stars” 
didn’t like David Ha.sselhoff, mak­
ing him the first eliminated from the 
show’s big 11 th season on Tuesday.
Hasselhoff, 58, and his partner 
Kym Johnson were tied for last place 
among the judges, too, tying with 
Mike “the Situation” Sorrentino and 
Margaret Cho for last place Monday 
among judges, with just 15 points 
out of possible 30. Their cha-cha to 
Tom Jones’ “Sex Bomb” bombed.
“It’s been a great ride. I feel bad 
for Kym because she worked so hard 
in getting me going,” Haselhoff said 
after the elimination.
“O f all the first people to leave in 
all the seasons I’ve hosted, this was 
the biggest surprise to me,” host Tom 
Bergeron said.
For John.son, it was the second
time she and her partner were cut 
first, after working with Penn Gil­
lette in season six. But she won* the 
competition the last season she was 
on, paired with Donny Osmond (she 
skipped season 10). Previously, she 
had also won a season on the version 
of the show that airs in her home 
country, Australia.
Being in the bottom, Hassel­
hoff said earlier in Tuesday’s show, 
was “almost like ‘America’s Got Tal­
ent’ payback.” After a career that 
included starring roles in “Knight 
Rider” and “Baywatch,” Hasselhoff 
had been judge on “America’s Got 
Talent” until this summer. He still 
is apparently a big star in Germany, 
and Johnson was seen in a tape flying 
there to meet her short-lived partner 
backstage at a concert there.
The show doesn’t say specifically 
how everyone was ranked, but Dis­
ney channel star Kyle Massey was 
seen as the last one standing along­
side Hasselhoff before being declared 
safe. Also among the six last to be 
declared safe were Bristol Palin, Kurt 
Warner, Brandy and The Situation.
COURTESY PHOTO 
Hasselhoff was paired with Kym John­
son on ‘Dancing with the Stars.*
BravoSLO!
continued from page 6
ous documenury short —  it’s 12 min­
utes long. It's t^ird graders recounting 
the days when their teacher was gone 
and they had a substitute,” she said.
While audience members aren't 
viewing a performance, they are en­
couraged by the organizations to 
check out their variet)' of display 
groups. Of>cra San Luis Obispo, ITob- 
son said, will be dres.scd up in full op­
era apparel.
“Wc’ll be dressed up in costumes 
and we’re going to show to the public 
different component pieces of what 
it takes to put on an opera — such 
as wigs and costumes,” Dobson said. 
“F.ach booth is there to give the pu3>- 
lic information about their organiza­
tion. And so the volunteers are very 
informed, you can ask questions and 
meet the anist.”
Aside from booths, BravoSLO! will 
also provide complimentary drinks 
and appetizers, as well as door prizes 
and wine tasting. Klemin said she 
hopes students will take advantage of
the free price tag.
“We would like to do more out­
reach to Cal Poly students,” Klemin 
said. “Sometimes there are student 
rush tickets available, but by and large, 
. it seems like the cost of performances 
arc prohibitive for students to attend as 
many as they want to. It’s an opp>ortu- 
* nity for them to see live performances 
in (Harman Hall) and sec what kind 
of p>erforming arts opportunities there 
arc on campus.”
The event is free and open to the 
public, and will take place on Satur­
day, Sept. 25 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Jennifer Lopez and Steven Tyler join ‘American Idol’ judge panel
Maria Elena Fernandez 
Scott Collins
LOS ANCELKS TIMES
This is “American Idol, 2.0."
After almost two months of dodg­
ing questions from the media. Fox 
officially announced Wednesday 
who will replace Simon Cowell, El­
len DeGeneres and Kara DioCiuardi 
at the judges’ table in the show’s 10th 
season.
Who will sit next to Randy Jack- 
•son? Well, not even Ryan Seacrest
could turn this into a compelling 
“dim the lights” moment. In a grand 
press conference at Ihe Forum in 
Inglewood, where the last round 
of cattle call auditions were being 
held, Seacrest announced what has 
been speculated behind the scenes 
for weeks; Jennifer I .opcz and Aero- 
smith lead singer Steven Tyler arc the 
show’s new judges.
About 3,000 “Idol” hopefuls were 
on hand to audition and hear the 
news from Seacrest himself. Jackson
” i p  - v;
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I f  you are female, 18 years of age or older and 
have a history of migraines during your menstrual 
cycle for the past 3 months, you may qualify for 
participation in a clinical research study currently 
underway. Qualified participants must be on an 
acceptable form of birth control.
6 D .re lk d P a rtiq M n te i! lf lY .R fi« i\a K  
• Investigational study Drug 
• Study Related Physical Examinations 
• Laboratory Tests 
• OHnpensation for Time and Travel
I f  you are interested in possibiy participating, 
«please cad:
Coastal Medical Research Group, Inc. 
549-7570
told the crowd: “I’m calling ‘Idol’ 
season 10 the remix, baby!’’
Tyler said he wanted to be a “part 
of something bigger” than himself. “1 
wanna bring some rock to this roller 
coaster.”
Lopez said she was very excited 
“to work with yt>u and watch you 
grow.” In a press release, Peter Rice, 
chairman of Entertainment for Fox 
Networks Group, said, “We’re in­
credibly excited to have Jennifer join 
the Fox family. From the worlds of 
dance and music to television, films 
and fashion, she is a global superstar 
with iconic and captivating style, 
along with impressive insight on 
how to reach and move audiences 
worldwide.”
The return to a panel of three and 
the hiring of two new faces amounts 
to a sw’eeping overhaul of the No. 
1 show on TV. with an impact that 
is impossible to predict. “Idol” pro­
ducers have tightly controlled the 
show’s image over the years, but the 
program was tossed into disarray fol­
lowing the recent exits of Cowell, 
DeCieneres and Diotiuardi.
Cowell announced his plans to 
leave “Idol” before the ninth season 
began. But Dc'Ciencres, apparently 
taking her cues from the public’s 
response, resigned this summer, De-
Generes had been hired to replace 
Paitia Abdul, who left the show un­
expectedly a year ago over a contract 
dispute. Fox opted not to re-sign 
DioGuardi, who joined the show 
two years ago. Ratings erosion this 
past season also highlighted the per­
ception that the show was losing its 
once-fast grip on viewers.
The makeover is, at least in part, 
the brainchild of Nigel Lythgoe, 
best-known as a judge and executive 
producer on Fox’s “.So You Ihink 
You Can Dance.” Lythgoe, who re­
signed as ‘Tdol’s” executive producer 
in 2008 over clashes with C'owell, 
returned to the same job in August. 
Ihe British-born dancer-turned- 
producer has been open with his 
criticisni o f ‘Tdol" since he left, and 
this past season went so far as to say 
that if he were running the show, 
he’d start over with new judges after 
Catwell left.
Well, Cowell’s gtme, LythgCK'’s 
back, and only Jaclcson is left stand­
ing. In an interview with Variety 
when he signed his new ileal last 
month, Lythgoe said that everyone 
had “lost sight of the fact that the 
most important people t>n the show 
arc* the young artists. It revolved 
around Kara coming in to make 
four judges, which often left no time
for them to talk, fhen it was about 
Paula leaving, and then about Ellen 
joining.... Where did Ne-Yo or Chris 
Brown come from? Where did Justin 
Bieber come from? Where are these 
kids?” Lythgoe asked. “That has got 
to be the priority, more than any­
thing. More than the judges’ panel. 
The judges are there for two minutes; 
the contestants arc there through the 
entire program.”
Fox executives have been highly 
secretive about why it took more 
than two months to lock in Tyler 
and Lopez, How well Lopez and Ty­
ler will fill those roles now remains 
to be seen. Both are former chart- 
toppers who have seen their careers 
cool in recent years. Lopez, who has 
served as an “Idol” mentor, has sold 
25 million records w’orldw'ide but 
was dumped by Sony Music Group 
following lagging .sales this year. Ty­
ler, longtime frontman for the rock 
group Acrosmith, has tangled pub­
licly with the other members of his 
band, who haven’t seen an original 
album go platinum in nearly a de­
cade.
Ihe new judges will have their 
work cut out for them. Although rat­
ings slipped this past season, tens of 
thousands of hopefuls have turned 
out for the auditions.
Singers Jennifer Lopex and Steven Tyler will join returning judge Randy Jackson on this season of **American Idol
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Give to the poor, tax me more
I’m a venture capitalist and an entte- of balance, as it did over the course
preneur. Over the past three decades, of the last decade, the wealthy end
I’ve made both good and bad invest- up saving too much while mem-
ments. I’ve created successful compa- hers of the middle class can't afford
nies and ones that didn't do so well. to spend much unless they borrow
Overall, I’m proud that my invest- excessively. Eventually, the economy
ments' have created jobs and led to stalls for lack of demand, and we see
some interesting innovations. And the kind of deflationary spiral we
I’ve done well Bnancially; I’m one of find ourselves in now. I believe it is
the fortunate few who are in the 
top echelon of American earn-
people who can buy the goods and "Invest’’ is the light word. Putting
services businesses create. For the 
overall economy to do well, everyday 
Americans have to do well.
Now that the Bush tax cuts arc 
about to expire, Republicans are 
again arguing that taxes should
money into infrastructure —  such 
as roads, bridges, broadband, the 
smart grid and public transit —  as 
well as carefully chosen research 
initiatives provides a foundation for 
future growth. As important, it puts 
funds in the hands of those who will
For nearly the last decade. 
I’ve paid income taxes at the 
lowest rates of my professional 
career. Before that, I paid at 
higher rates. And if you want 
the simple, honest truth, from 
my perspective as an entrepre­
neur, the fluctuation didn’t affect 
what 1 did with my money. None 
of my investments has ever been 
motivated bv the rate at which 
I would have to pay personal 
income tax.
As history demonstrates, 
modest changes in the tax rate 
for wealthy taxpayers don’t make 
much of a difference if the goal 
is to build new companies, drive 
technological development and 
stimulate new industries. Almost 
a decade ago. President George 
W. Bush and his Republican 
colleagues in Congress pushed 
through a massive reduction in 
marginal tax rates, a reduction 
that benefitted the wealthy far 
more than other taxpayers.
We were told the cuts would
V A X - f®
remain low for the wealthy. The idea
is that this will spur people like me spend them, generating demand that
______  will pull us out of our economic
UUUtl|tiilUlIhiiUiiUMinij^nMiiiiiiimj<jjjidniiiMniij|iiiiiiii»i|)|||Hiiiiiu„j. crisis and toward a new cycle of
growth.
No one particularly enjoys 
paying taxes, but one lesson we 
should have learned by now is 
that for the good of the country, 
we need to tax people like me 
more. At a minimum, we need 
to return to the tax rates of the 
Clinton era, when the economy 
performed far better. Simply 
taxing the wealthiest 2 percent 
of Americans at the same rates 
they were taxed before the 
Bush tax cuts could reduce 
the national deficit by $700 
billion over the next. 10 years. 
Remember, paying dightly 
more in personal income taxes 
won’t change my investment 
choices at all, and 1 don’t think 
a higher tax rate will change the 
investment decisions of most 
other high earners.
What will change my 
investment decisions is if I 
see an economy doing better, 
one in which there is demand 
for the goods and services my 
investments produce. I am far 
more likely to invest if I see a country 
laying the foundation for future
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accelerate business growth and create no coincidence that the two highest to put more capital to work
jobs. Instead, we got nearly a decade peaks in American income inequal- and start more ventures, which will
of anemic job growth, stagnating it)' came in 1929 and 2008, and that create new jobs, power the economy growth. In order to get there, we first
wages, declining incomes and high the following years were marked by and ultimately produce more tax rev- need to let the Bush-era tax cuts for
inequality. low economic activity and significant enues. It’s a beguiling theory, but it’s the upper 2 percent lapse. It is time
The supply-side, trickle-down unemployment. one that hasn’t worked before and to tax me more,
economic policies of the last decade What American businesspeople won’t work now.
benefitted people like me, but the know, and have known since Henry
wealth didn’t trickle down. So while Ford insisted that his employees be
we did quite well, people who live able to afford to buy the cars they
from paycheck to paycheck didn’t. made, is that a thriving economy tax revenues that are generated to capital firm  Alta Partners.
'  When inequality gets too far out doesn’t just need investors; it needs invest in infrastructure and research.
Instead, Congress should let the Garrett Gruener is the founder o f Ask. 
Bush tax cuts expire for the wealthiest com, chief executive o f Nanomhc, the 
Americans and use the additional co-founder and director o f the venture
The bottom line is that for all intents 
and purposes, this was a football deci­
sion, not an academic one. And from a 
pig skin point of view, the switch from 
the Great West to the Big Sky was the 
very best move ro make.
—  Russell
In response to “Big Sky reaction letter”
I don’t know much about football, but 
I wish that Cal Poly had a more suc­
cessful football team like UCLA or Cal. 
When I heard about the Big Sky Con­
ference, I was a little disappointed.
—  Anonymous 
In response to “Big Sky reaction
Utter”
Ifranks! You have just contributed to an 
increase in the failure rate at Cal Poly.
—  thanks
In response to “Sit down, click in 
and tune out ”
Perhaps any student who would fail a school during the worst recession
out of Cal Poly after reading this ar- in CSU history would have been a
tide shouldn’t even be in college in 
the first place.
—  Anonymous 
In response to “Sit down, click in 
and tune out ”
bad idea.
—  FGO
In response to “Opinions shift over 
continuing construction”
http://www.awkwardboners.com is a
good one, too. NOTE: The Mustang Daily features se-
—  Sarah P. lect comments that are uritteu in response 
In response to “Sit down, click in to articles posted online. Though not all 
and tune out” the resports« are printed, the Mustang 
Daily prints commenLs that are coher- 
Wow, who would have thought ent and foster intelligent discussion on a 
that building a $60 million gym at ghvn .subject. No cn>ercapitalization,please.
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name, year and 
major!
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Crossword
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Edited by Will Shortz^ «« , N^o. 0619
A cro M
1 Dish that might 
come with n ^ e  
sauce
5 Item sometimes 
having an eltxjw
1 0 1 * Amour avec
___ '  (French
love song)
1 3  _______ open road
14 Lover of Oreino 
in Tw elfth Night"
15 Actor La Salle
16 "One on safari
18 Alternative to a 
B.LT.
19 Rat in 
“Ratatouille”
20 "Part of stage 
scenery
22 Just got (by)
25 Staples of 
holiday displays
26 'W hat a cell 
doesn't need
29 IfKlined
30 Objectivist Rand
31 Kind of lightirtg
3? Some R.P.I. 
grads
33 Impetuously ... 
or what can go 
on each pari of 
the answer to 
each starred 
clue?
36 Popular cleanser
38 "Crtm down, big 
fella'
39 Want to take 
back, say
42 Surgical tube
43 ‘ Absolutely
46 2003 «
Christopher 
Paolinr fantasy 
best seller
48 Figure in red
49 "Cut off from 
water
52 Chief justice 
before Hughes
53 flat Pack 
nickname
54 "Person with a 
baton
50 Force felt on 
earth, for short
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
s 0
T B A
R A T
A M
P A R
59 The Joker, to ,
■ Batman
60 Common 
computer 
instruction
61 Things read by 
4l-C)own
62 Host Qk)bon8 of 
“Hoflywciod 
Conftdentiaf’
63 Recess
Down
1 Dress (up)
2 is the only 
slight gUmmar of 
h o ^ *: Mick 
Jagger
3 Best Director of 
1997, and Best 
Director
nominee of 2008
4 Kind of army Of
* show
5 "Law & Order;
6 Part of bronze
7 Spoils
8 How the helm 
might be put
9 Targets of 
salicyHc acid
10 Arboreal nuirker
11 Garage refuse
12 Measure of 
brainpower
15 Rerxiwned
17 Ballyhoo
21 Hardly measures 
up
22 Hydrotherapy 
spot
23 Town outside ol 
Buffalo
24 Circuit 
oomponants
27 Words on some 
diet food labels
28 *___ , the Man."
1940biopic 
starring Spencer 
Tracy
33 Abject
ruoto by Kriilton Houm
34 Laud
35 Half-of-Famor 
Sandberg
36 Carriers from 
northern
Manhattan to Far 
Rockaway
37 Actresses Crain 
and Tripplehom
39 Like the last 
Beatles concert. 
1969
40 Heavy overcoats
41 Those who read 
61-Across
42 Scarcely
44 "At Last’ singer 
James
45 Topnotch
47 Prize won by 
Einstein and 
Yeats
. 50 Prop for Winston 
Churchill
51 Banjo site? .
55 No man's tend, 
briefly
56 One-named 
singer of the 
1998 hit "It's All 
About Me"
57Hwy.
For arwwers. call 1-900-285*5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit 
card, t -800-814-5654
Armual subecnppgns are available for the best of Sunday 
aosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users; Text NYTX to 388 to download puzzles, or visit 
nytimes.oom/mobiiexword for more Information.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past 
puzzles, nytime8.com/croaswords ($38.95 a year).
Share toas: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosawords for young solvers: nytimes com/leaming/xwords.
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Football
continued from page 12
he hopes to see pbying lime, he is nor 
expecting to play this Saturday, due to 
a shoulder injury.
“How I feel, with how my shoul­
der is healing up day-to-day, I think at 
most I’ll be out for a week,” Romanelli 
said. “It’s really disappointing.”
The loss slows down the Mustangs’ 
mnning game, but in last week’s game 
against Texas State, Jordan Yocum 
proved he could handle all the car­
ries by himself After rushing for 36 
yards in the Mustangs’ first two games, 
Yocum took off for a career-high 145 
yards against the Cougars.
“He had one of the best games he 
had ever had,” Romanelli said. “He 
was making some great reads and made 
some great plays for us, and to be hon­
est, it was really thrilling to see Jordan 
run the ball.”
But even though the first-team All- 
Great West fullback may not be able 
to help his team on the field, he will 
be doing his best to help the Mustangs 
grab their first win on the road since 
2008, from the sidelines.
“(I can) be there for support. Jor­
dan and I are always talking on the 
sidelines,” Romanelli said. “Sometimes 
I can see something on the field that 
will help him with his reads. I just have 
to be there for moral supp>ort and kind 
of get the guys going and stuff.”
While the majority of the attention 
this season has fallen on the offense. 
Mustangs on the other side of the ball 
arc stating their claim for some spot­
light. Defensively, the Mustangs have
not allowed more than 20 points to 
their opponents in two games this 
season, while boasting four intercep­
tions and one defensive touchdown 
this season.
“Defense is playing real well this 
year,” Broadous said. “As of right 
now, our defense is our soul point, 
and they arc just going to keep get­
ting better. It’s going to make our 
team better."
Overall, if the . Mustangs want 
to grab a win this weekend, it’s go­
ing to be earned by playing to their 
strengths, Romanelli said. That task 
fails on Broadous, making his first 
career start at quarterback, and the 
rest of die team. There is a difference 
from having a record of 2-2 and 3-1, 
and the faa McNcese State has had 
a bye week to prepare for the Mus­
tangs isn’t going to help Cbl Poly be 
the better of the two.
It is a task that Broadous is up for, 
he said.
“We just got to play our game,” 
Broadous said. “We arc very hungry 
and we want to get a win on the road 
most impxirtàntly. We want to just 
wip>e out that bad taste from Texas 
State against McNeesc Sute.”
Rodgers
continuedfrom page 12
The Broncos hope to prevent 
them from impacting Saturday’s 
game. Tackling will be crucial.
“They are two very dynamic in­
dividuals,” defensive coordinator 
Pete Kwiatkowski said. “. . . They’re 
fast and quick and very athletic, 
but they arc also strong. They have 
great balance. You don’t sec them go 
down very many times from an arm 
tackle.”
Some of that is athleticism.
Some of it is attitude.
“Tremendous desire to win,” Ri­
ley said. “Their competitive edge is 
out of the roof”
Jacquizz rushed for 132 yards 
last week against Louisville to break 
a three-game drought between 100- 
yard games. He was still frustrated 
after the game — a 35-28 win.
“It’s a win,” he said, “but me. I’m 
not satisfied.”
Said Riley: “That is Quizz in a 
nutshell. I dont think hes probably m c c l a t c h y -t r ib u e
ever truly satisfied. 1 know that he Oregon State running back Jacquizz Rodgers followed up his 72 rushing yards 
just wants more all the time.” against TCU with 132 and two touchdowns against Louisville.
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Broadous set to lead the Mustangs back to ‘Cal Poly football’
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGOAIUrSPOirrS^MAlL.COM
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When it comes down to it, there is 
one thing the Mustangs (2-1) think 
they need to do in order to rebound 
from their first loss of the season 
against McNecse Sute ( l- l)  this 
weekend; get back to “Cal Poly foot­
ball” . i>
“That is the one line and phrase 
that sums it all up,” fullback Jake Ro- 
manelli said. “We didn’t pby Cal Poly 
fbotbaU.”
Turnovers, missed opportunities 
and a lack of big plays k ^  the Mus­
tangs fiom what woul(&have been 
their third win of the sea^n Ian week; 
against the Cougars, t iP  Mmungs 
strayed away from their identity as a 
football team, Romanelli said. At their 
best, on offense and defense, they can 
compete with the best teams in the 
country. It’s just a matter of not falling 
into defensive traps and playing hard- 
nosed football, he said.
“Mustang football is just pbying 
with great passion, speed and great 
pace,” Romanelli said. “Offensively we 
are going to be on the ball, grinding it 
out. No defense can keep up with our 
pace. Defensively we are going to cause 
turnovers and cause havoc.”
The Mustangs’ struggles could be 
attributed to last week’s quarterback 
situation. Heading into the game, head 
coach Tim Wabh planned to utilize 
Doug Shumway and Andre Broadous 
in a two-pbyer scheme.
This week may be a bit different. 
After all the time he has been sitting on
O l
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Comcrback Asa Jackson is part of a defense that has tallied four interceptions and one defetuive touchdown this year.
the bench, it looks like Broadous will 
be the man chosen to help get back 
to the team they were two weeks ago. 
Walsh informed Broadous he would be 
staning, he said.
“I kind of already knew; I think 
some of it has to do with Smith’s in­
jury, but I’m not sure what the exact 
situation is,” Broadous said. “No mat­
ter what quanerback is out there, we 
just want to win. I got to go out there
pby my game and help this team get 
a vicTory."
Broadous, who many fans believed 
should have been staning since the sea­
son began, pbyed for the first time of 
the season last week against Texas State. 
Broadous came into the game with just 
under eight minutes left in the first half 
and pbyed until the break, then gave 
the spot back up to Shumway in the 
second half
“1 think I did pretty good and the 
coaches said I did pretty good,” Broad­
ous said. “We got a couple runs in and 
I just tried to be explosive...! know 
there are a lot of things that I could 
have done better; I learned from them, 
so hopefully I can correa the mistakes 
that I did make.”
Broadous looked to be the second 
string quarterback heading into the 
fill, but was forced to give up his spot
to Shumway after suffering an ankle 
injury in practice. The injury has done 
its part to keep Broadous off the field, 
but will hinder his pby no longer, he 
said.
“It’s 100 percent now,” Broadous 
said.
In his wake, he leaves quanerbacks 
Shumway and Tony Smith on the 
bench. Smith was the starter for the 
Mustangs’ first two games before being 
sidelined by a neck injury and said he is 
gening bener by the day. He expects to 
be healthy for this weekend’s game.
“I fixl great, I got a lot of range in 
my motion in my neck back,” Smith 
Süd. “I’m planning on being healthy
Sr it and right now obviously it still pends on what the doaors say. 1 fix! 
that 1 am ready to pby.”
But what was a chance for Smith to, 
if healthy, come back in and lead his 
team under center has been seized by 
Broadous. When, and if. Smith returns 
to the field this weekend, it will be the 
first time he has started two consecu­
tive games on the bench since he was 
Jonathan Daily’s backup in 2008. It’s 
a saaifice Smith is willing to make if it 
gives his team a better chance of win­
ning, he said.
“Whatever it’s going to take lor this 
team to win is what I support,” Smith 
said. “It’s not about me. It’s about our 
team, and we have to pby well in ev­
ery stage of the game, give ourselves a 
chance to win every time.”
Smith isn’t the only one who will 
be losing pbying time this weekend. 
In the backfield, Romanelli said while
see Football, page II
Rodgers brothers lead Oregon State
Chadd Cripe
MCXXATCHY NEWSPAPUS
BOISE, Idaho — More often than 
not, an O r ^ n  State offensive pby 
ends with the boll in the hands of a 
Rodgers.
James, a senior wide receiver, and 
Jacquizz, a junior tailback, are broth­
ers from Richmond, Texas. They have 
combined to produce more than 60 
perceru of the Beavers’ offense this 
year — and James is responsible for 
nearly all of their kick-return yards.
Stopping the diminutive but elu­
sive brothers will be the overwhelming 
key for the Boise State defense in Sat-, 
uiday’s showdown between the No. 3 
Broncos and No. 24 Beavers at Bronco 
Stadium.
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“You just look at their stats ev­
ery game and you can tell how we’ve 
done," O r^on State coach Mike Riley 
said.
In the opening loss to TCU, the 
brothers combined (or 28S all-pur­
pose yards.
In last week’s defeat of Louisville, 
they combined for 397 yards.
“Both of us love having the ball in 
our hands,” Jacquizz said. “We just try 
to make plays when we ga a chance."
They don’t usually have to wait 
long.
Jacquizz gets about 20 carries a 
game and caught 78 passes last year. 
He has 3,691 yards from scrimmage 
and 38 touchdowns in 26 college 
games. He became the only freshman 
ever named the Pac-10 Offensive Play­
er of the Year in 2008, when he carried 
37 times in the Beavers’ upset of No.
1 use.
“He has as much agility as any 
player I’ve ever seen,” Buisc Sure coach 
Chris Petersen said. “He can stop and 
Stan on a dime. . . .  If it’s clogged up, 
that’s almost to his advantage.”
James touched the ball about 10 
times a game on offense last year, in­
cluding 91 catches. He also gets the 
ball on fty sweeps from the wide re­
ceiver position and occasionally as a 
tailback in a two-Rodgers backfield.
He also is a dangerous return man. 
He leads the nation in all-purpose
yards (226.5 per game) and ranks 
in the top 20 in punt remrns (14.0) 
and kickoff returns (30.1).
He has 25 touchdowns in 40 col- 
1 ^  games.
“(James) is a threat to go the dis­
tance at any time," Boise Sate spe­
cial teams coach Jeff Choate said. 
“He’s as good a combo return guy as 
there is in the country. It’s very rare 
to find a guy who has the knack and 
the skillset to be good at both.”
So hard to find, in faa, that 
James was barely recruited — de­
spite pbying his high school football 
in intensely scouted Texas.
A fnend called Riley in January 
2007 to recommend James. Signing 
day was about a month away.
James (5-foot-7, 188 pounds) 
visited and committed.
Jacquizz (5-7, 191), a year be­
hind him and holding eight offers 
but none to the elite programs in the 
Texas area, only visited one school 
— Oregon Sate.
“That one phone call really im- 
paaed our lives,” Riley said. “James 
is one of the great all-purpose play­
ers in America and Quizz is one of 
the best all-around running backs 
in America, besides that, they have 
really impacted our team with who 
they arc as people."
see Rodgers, page II
Offseason injuries piague 
men’s basketbali team
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
It may still be die olhe-uon, but what may be one of tbe biggest beadlini» 
for tbe men’s basketball team this season has already surfiuxd — guards Kyle 
Odister and Amaurys Fermin arc set to miss the 2010-11 season due to inju­
ries. Fermin, who averaged 17.5 points at Hagerstown College in 08-09, will 
miss the upcoming season due to a tom knee ligament. Odister, 7.8 points per 
game as a fresbman last year, trill be benched due to an ankle injury.
